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The Can and The (Kicked-Up) Road

You just love to kick.
Kicking up your heels,
you kick the drum,
to beat the drum

to kick up a fuss

to get (the kicking) kicked off

and kick (the kicking) into overdrive

Kick start!

You kick into gear

..Kick up dust

..Kick like a mule

Roundhouse kicks...

A violent swift kick in the shins to

Kick us down

Kick us whilst we are down

Kick us in the guts

Kick us in the teeth

Kick the shit out of us and
kick up a stink

... kick sand all over our faces

JUST for kicks.

Having kicked in the door...
and kicked us to hell...

You kick off your (kicking) shoes

those
well-worn kicks..

kick your feet up
as the sadist self-admiration kicks in
...kicks and giggles

smirking | self-righteous | soothed

at YOUR kick-ass, ass-kicking

at I | kicking goals | I

at taking a stand for the colony
A ‘kick-stand’, perhaps.

Powerful ... looking for a dog to kick

YOU’RE Alive! and Kicking!

So you’ll keep kicking

those who deserve a kicking

(sinking your boot in deep)

a *justifiable* kick in the pants

for the DROPKICKS and the SHITKICKERS

Tyre-kicking...

‘Truth-telling’

‘Reconciliation’™‘Treaty’ and/or ‘Justice’

We hear you loudly (OBJECTING)

kicking and screaming

Kicking it with the Imperialists

Kicking it AS the coloniser

Kicking into high gear

and

kicking up a storm

reinforcing/upholding

those coloniser kickbacks

Kicking about,

YOU continue to

kick IT (ALL) into the long grass

and

Kick -------------the------------Can

-------------

down the (kicked up) road.............